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Brighter ChildÂ® Time and Money Flash Cards offer children a fun and easy way to practice telling

time with digital and analog clocks. The set features 54 cards that help strengthen money

recognition, counting, and reading readiness skills. Charming full-color illustrations help to engage

children, and a special card also offers creative game ideas designed to reinforce learning.The

popular Brighter ChildÂ® Flash Cards give children a fun and easy way to practice important skills.

Offering 24 titles encompassing preschool to grade 5, each title focuses on an important subject

including early concepts, math, phonics, and U.S. History. Fun game ideas and learning

suggestions are included to help children build proficiency and confidence. Game cards also allow

children to develop thinking, decision-making, turn-taking, and social skills while playing fun games

at the same time.Select titles are also available in English-Spanish and Spanish-only versions.
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I bought these cards to expand on my son's basic recognition of money, and learning to tell time.

While there is some educational value with these cards, they are not at all what I was hoping for.The



time cards are double-sided with both a traditional clock face and a digital clock face, which I

thought was a plus. The problem I had is the lack of specific time increments. I wanted cards that

showed the position of the hands hourly, half-hourly, and quarterly (ex: 6:00, 6:15, 6:30, and 6:45)

for each hour of the day. These time cards inlcuded random increments such as 11:20 or 1:05.I

encountered a similar organization problem with the money cards. While the cards that show the

front, back, and value of $.01, $.05, $.10, $.25, $.50, and $1.00, the rest of the cards were simply

not very useful for establishing basic monetary value. For instance, there was a card with a

combination of coins that added uo to $.79. I would rather have had cards showing that two dimes

and a nickel are equivalent to a quarter's worth, and so on. There was only one card like that which

showed four quarters equal one dollar.I don't recommend this deck for beginners, but perhaps

advanced beginners. I foundÂ My Book of Easy Telling Time: Learning about Hours and

Half-HoursÂ andÂ My First Book of Money: Counting CoinsÂ more useful.

Our problem with the "time" cards is that it is very difficult to distinguish the "big hand" from the "little

hand". They're both about the same size. The end result is that our toddler gets confused. She has

no problem telling where the little hand and big hands are on our family clock in the kitchen, but with

these cards she just gets confused as to which hand is which.So sadly, can't recommend these

cards. Need to look elsewhere for our little one.

I've purchased several flash card packages from School Zone now, and they're just great! The

cards are about the same card stock as playing cards, with one side shiny/laminated and the other

side not. One thing I noted was that despite the "flimsiness" of the cards that other reviewers

mentioned, these cards can take a beating - my two toddlers have bent, squashed, and thrown

around these cards and amazingly none of them have torn! Even if they did, for less than $2 a pack,

it's not a problem. The shiny side on the Time and Money Flash card set features pictures of the

money in various denominations and analog clocks set at various times. The dull side features the

monetary amount in numbers and words and digital clocks with the time written out in words. This

pack also includes a parent teaching card and a game idea card.These flash cards are a little more

advanced than I expected, but are a great mental workout for our kids. Highly recommended.

I can see why people have such different opinions on these cards. I think both the time and the coin

cards could be a supplementary introduction to both. I would not suggest using these cards solely to

teach either.First off in order to introduce a clock digital or analog you need to start with hour, half



hour etc. But these cards have a random display of times with no order. Each time card has analog

time on one side and the same digital time on the other side. But again no pattern totally random.

Would you teach your child how to tell time by just pointing at the clock and saying it is 9:11 then

later on it is 5:45 they will eventually catch on but its going to take what will seem like forever. But

you can reiterate once your child has an idea of how to tell time by using these cards.Secondly

there are also money flash cards. This deck includes a card for each penny, nickel, dime, quarter,

half dollar, and dollar. One side of each card has a photo of front and back of coin (and dollar) then

the other side states how much each coin(dollar bill) are worth. Then also included were more cards

with different examples of coins and the totals listed on the back.So in conclusion to this review do

not buy for sole teaching of time or money to a child but instead for a quick review or to refresh their

memory.

I bought these for my second grader who is learning about time and money in school. The

flashcards are colored to bring a little life to them so they are not boring. There are 54 flashcards

that teach about money and time. You have the most common coins, including the 50 cent piece,

but not the dollar coin. The thing I was most disappointed in was that in the bills they ONLY have

$1, I was expecting to have all the denominations of bills. Why you would only need to teach your

kids about coins is beyond me. The time flashcards are wonderful, they do a great job of teaching

the fullness telling time.

Time and Money flashcards have been a very helpful tool while teaching my 5 young kids how to be

quick to figure out what time it is, or how much money is before them. We matched real coins with

the cards and then each one of my kids had to figure out how much money they had displayed, and

what kind of coins and who much each coin was worth, etc. They also got to earn the coins that

they identified and counted correctly; it was a really great way to for the kids to earn a little extra

cash and it was a great way for them to have some hands-on learning time (one-on-one time with

Momma).

I loved using these with my 2nd graders last year. We did them quick countless mornings and did

various activities with them to keep it interesting. Good quality and I would recommend them to

anyone teaching time and money.

I'm surprised how well these worked. My son finally picked up on telling time...so quickly in fact that



I had to add in additional challenges, "what time is it 15 minutes from now? What time was it 45

minutes ago?"
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